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Section A(Reading)

1. Read the following passage and answer the following questions:

(5)

Camels are found in deserts. They run very fast, and can travel long distances in these
areas. Nature has provided them with an extra stomach where they can store water.
Though the camel is ungainly in appearance, yet it is highly useful to man, especially in
the sandy deserts .In countries like Arabia it is employed for ploughing and riding and
also as a means of transportation of goods .That is why it has been rightly described by
some imaginative person as the ship of the desert. It means that it is as useful in a
desert as a ship in the sea.
Answer the following questions.
a. Where are camels found?
b.Camels are highly useful to man in deserts because
_____________________________________________________________________
c. What are the uses of camels in places like Arabia?
_____________________________________________________________________
d.The camel is called the ship of the desert because
______________________________________________________________________
e.Find two ‘Nouns’ from the passage:
2. Read the following passage and answer the following questions:

(5)

A man is standing near the school gate selling kites. The kites are shaped like animals
and birds. Some are shaped like tigers and they are yellow . Some are like beautiful
blue peacocks. Another one looks like a green parrot. There was even one shaped like
a white rabbit.The best one of all is the one called ‘The Zoo ‘ with one kite of each kind
All the children love the kite seller and wait for him eagerly.

Answer these questions:
a. Who is standing near the school gate?
_______________________________________________________
b. What is he selling?
________________________________________________________
c.What are the kites shaped like?
________________________________________________________
d. Which is the best kite of all?
________________________________________________________
e. Put a () tick mark if the sentence is true and a cross if it is not:
a. A man is sleeping near the school gate.

________

b. The kites are shaped like fruits and vegetables.

_________

Section-B (Writing)
3.Write 8-9 sentences on ‘How Can We Stay Healthy?’

(1x8)

Or
A.Taking ideas from the poem ‘Rain In Summer’ of MCB describe ‘How Do You Enjoy A
Rainy Day?’
Section-C (Grammar)
4.Fill in the blanks using Preposition:(0.5x2)
1. I am standing ________ Sahil.
2.A bird is flying _____ the tree.
5. Fill in the blanks with correct ‘Conjunctions’:

(0.5x2)

1. The ant helped the dove ______ the pigeon.(and / or )
2. Derek is inside the house ______ Jonathan is outside the house.(but/or )

6.Add the missing capital letters, full stop and question marks, wherever needed.
a. holland is a country in europe

(0.5x4)

b.we are going to see a painting exhibition this thursday
c.mr hussain is a famous Indian artist
d.is panipat a town in haryana

7. Rearrange these words to make meaningful sentences:

(0.5x2)

a.have dosa will for lunch i
b.you do have book my
8. Fill in the blanks with correct ‘Degree of Adjectives’: (0.5x2)
a. Dev is the ________ boy of the class. (tall)
b. The giraffe has a _______ neck. (long)
9. Fill in the blanks with an appropriate ‘Verb’:

(0.5x4)

a. Malini _________ a book daily. (read)
b.They ______________ bicycles.(ride)
c. Vineet _______ very loudly. (laugh)
d. Stars _____ at night. (shine)

10. Fill in the blanks with suitable ‘Pronouns’

(0.5x2)

1. I like bananas.______ are good for health.
2. Mrs Gupta is our teacher._____ teaches us English.
11. Fill in the blanks with suitable articles ‘a’, ‘an’ or ‘the’:
1.Please give me ______ apple.
2. Mother is working in ____ kitchen.

(0.5x2)

12. Underline the ‘Adverbs’:

(0.5x2)

1. Treat your elders respectfully.
2. We are waiting for you. Please come inside.
13. Fill in the blanks with ‘was’ or ‘were’:

(0.5x2)

1.The books _______ interesting.
2.The sky ______ cloudy in the morning.
14.Fill in the blanks with ‘had’,’has’ or ‘have’:

(0.5x2)

1.We ______ a garden in our new house.
2.Last year we _______ a grand party at Christmas.
15.Fill in the blanks with ‘a’ or ‘an’:

(0.5x2)

1.It takes _______ hour to reach the school.
2. He lives in _____ hut.
16.Rewrite these expressions using ‘s:

(0.5x2)

1.the office in which Jyoti works
2. the teacher who teaches Madhu
17.Rewrite the’Short Forms’ of the following underlined words:

(0.5x2)

1. We are not playing cricket.
2. She will perform at the function.
18. Choose the correct word from the brackets to complete these sentences: (0.5x2)
1.We will have a party at our house in the coming _______. (weak/week)
2. The bangle is _______ of gold.(made/maid)
19. Fill in the blanks with appropriate ‘Interjections’:
1.________ we have won the competition.
2. _______ my book is lost.

(0.5x2)

Section D – Literature
Answer the following questions:
a. What does the author mean by saying that the rat kept his best efforts for the
kitchen?
(2)
b. Why did Parashurama have to ask Ganesha for help ?

(2)

c.Why do you think Aladdin and his mother believed the stranger when he said he was
Aladdin’s uncle?
(2)
d.Why is there so much excitement in the house? Does the child like it?

(2)

e.What are the other things the baby does?

(2)

f.What lesson did the rat learn?

(2)

g.Read the following extract carefully and answer the questions that follows: (1x3)
Through the house what busy joy ,
Just because the infant boy
Has a tiny tooth to show
I have got a double row,
All as white and all as small
yet no one cares for mine at all.
a. What is the name of the poem?
b. Who is the poet of this poem?
c. Who has got its first tooth?
h.Why do you think Aladdin and his mother believed the stranger?

(2)

i.Who did Aladdin wants to marry. Did he marry her?

(2)

j. Frame sentences using the following words:

(5)

a)motion b) mimic c) screeched d) yanked

